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About This Game

Platform meets racing

Take control of a super fast ship and face challenges on short tracks. Master the controls to overcome deadly obstacles that will
leave you no rest! We made more than 30 different types of vicious traps, just to be sure you can face a sweet new challenge on

every level!

Face the truth about your skills
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Beat the 60 levels and then try again! Get the green caps and complete the hard challenges to unlock the 15 super insane ninja
style hard levels. But you can still give up at any time ... if you only like doing the easy stuff ...

Features

Leaderboards & stats - to show off on twitter

Time attack - A community ready to challenge your best score on every level

Side objectives and hard levels - Replayability for the true warriors

Motivational advices - That will change your life forever

A sense of fulfillment - Like none you had before
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Title: Stay Safe
Genre: Action, Racing
Developer:
Atomic Raccoon Studio
Publisher:
Atomic Raccoon Studio
Release Date: 22 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.3 GHz or AMD Athlon X2 2.5 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800GT or AMD Radeon HD 3830

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Specs are in testing and will be revised

English
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This game is a lot of fun. I just finished my first playthrough (I must not be as smart as other reviewers, I got my @ss handed to
me). I really look forward to more features being added to the game, and (please, please please) hopefully Steam
Workshop/Mod support. For the price, I give this one an enthusiastic "buy".. best Game i have ever played in my life! 10\/10!
hope this gets game of the Year. It's the best game about hiphop I even know.. Overall a good game with several parts lacking.
For example in the recruitment page could have a filtering and search buttons based on stats or a particular trait. Also there is
seemingly huge gap between some agents which makes several of them completely useless. In result i ended up using only
portion of the agents over and over again through my different games. Also, spouse seems useless other than eliminating that
agent for that game or that's what i think maybe there is a functionality i haven't figure it out yet.. So I encountered a game
breaking bug about 45 minutes in. My camera view got stuck "inspecting" an object that was offscreen and nothing I did
allowed me to move on. Upon relaunching, my save was gone and it started me from the beginning. From the short time I played
this, it essentially seems like a less refined and less impactful version of "Visage" which is another horror game on Steam with
PT elements.. found it boring. only played for a few minutes and decided to uninstall. Needs more interactions. Storyline was ok
however there was not much that you can do beside read the storyline and answer questions. Not for me.. Nominated for "Worst
Game Ever" award :). First challenging DLC out of the bunch. Mission takes place only during the first era. So you have to
finish the mission before your mandate runs out. The randomness of the mandate length bonuses\/penalties and the constant
earthquake distasters make it a challenge.
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Dont bother it donkey♥♥♥♥♥EU severs run by roland rat aint been able to play for a month its a steaming peace of donkey
do. SAVE YOUR MONEY. This game is hilarious and awesome!. I actually like this game and fun playing but there are still
few glitches. For example, sometimes your player is by the ball and you try to return the ball and you character does
nothing...weird. It happens a lot when receiving a serve which is frustrating. I do like the gameplay when it does work and yes
the commentary can be repetitive but not a big deal for me anyway. Career mode is a lot of fun with the user being able to
decide what type of player you want to using skill tree, equipment, coaches and agents.

I still recommend the game when on sale but if they fix these glitches in the gameplay, then you have a winner!. stupid easy until
bonus levels when you actually have to try. jarring change
wouldn't have cared about story except it was so bad that it hurt to read.
just play any other match 3 game really. This game wall so much fun with the original. And now with this remake, it's so much
better. I love this game!!
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